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STRES -Structural Engineering Software- SLABMESH 

Introduction 

 

SLABMESH program is an innovative tool especially conceived to model complicated reinforced 

concrete slabs. It is a module of STRES structural design suite which offers complete solutions for 

buildings problems.  

Let’s consider the case where a reinforced concrete slab needs to be modeled and designed using a 

commercial Finite Elements software. Though this slab has the following particularities: 

 Irregular and complicated geometry. 

 Numerous internal openings of various shapes, having sometimes common sides. 

 Numerous depressed slabs and/or column drop-panels. 

 Several beams and walls with narrow intersecting angles. 

 Peripheral and internal columns that require refined meshes at their vicinity. 

And most of all you need to accurately model the geometry and to realize the best meshing in the 

shortest delays. How can this be possible? 

Your familiar commercial software may be very efficient regarding the calculation part, but not as 

performing when it comes to the complex and delicate task of building the computation model.  

ONE CLICK 

 

What is the easiest way to realize a meshed model starting from architectural or structural CAD 

framings? This is the main question and SLABMESH is the answer because it needs ONE CLICK to 

mesh your most complicated slab. 
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SLABMESH is not just a powerful meshing tool. It is an intelligent modeler equipped with these 

essential characteristics:   

 Start from your slab framing made on AutoCAD –or similar product- and group columns, 

slabs, sunken slabs, shafts, beams, and walls in individual layers. 

 Slabs, shafts and sunken slabs (or any internal area of the slab with different thickness) 

should be represented by closed contours (“polyline”). 

 Beams and walls should be represented by their middle lines. 

 No need for any treatment regarding columns if they are represented by either 

rectangular of circular entities as it normally happens in common practice.  

And that’s all! 

Yes, you are ready to open your dwg or dxf file with SLABMESH and to mesh it with one click. 

SLABMESH will: 

 Automatically detect the center of rectangular and circular columns and will assign a node at 

this location. 

 Produce a refined meshing near columns of size fixed by the user. 

 Detect opening of any configuration and internal panels (drop-panels, sunkens…). 

 Generate exclusively a quadrangular meshing everywhere, respecting angles restrictions at 

the four corners of each element in order to avoid distorted meshes, and producing thus a 

numerical model of excellent quality ready to be imported by your software.  

 Save the obtained meshing in dxf format that can be read by most of structural programs.     
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SLABMESH changes the way you design reinforced concrete slabs by providing exceptional quality 

meshes that allow the best discrete representation of a continuum model: 

 Negative moments at internal columns can be directly read without the help of 

interpretation tools and other “cuisines”. 

 Direct lecture of shear forces –usually very difficult due to the abrupt change in sign- at 

concentrated forces and columns is made possible. 

 Moments and shears at corners of slabs and openings give no more unrealistic values.    

Preparing the computational model 
 

 How does it work? 

There is no particular effort requested from the user since the whole model preparation work has to 

be done with the use of your familiar CAD software, probably AutoCAD.  

By respecting some basic principles of modeling, it is possible to quickly achieve a correct geometry 

ready to be meshed by SLABMESH. There are no other things to do in SLABMESH than to load the 

already prepared geometry, change the meshing parameters if desired, mesh the slab and finally 

save the meshes in a separate drawing.   
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Modeling rules 
 

The following rules do not necessarily apply to SLABMESH, but moreover to any other program 

when it comes to build a finite element model. You can start with your structural slab framing that 

usually includes openings, beams, columns, walls, etc…  

Make sure that all entities of your drawing belong to XY plane (Z=0). SLABMESH is intended for 

two-dimensional slabs. Units should be either meter (SI) of foot (Imperial).   

NB: 

The software is provided with a library that comprises many samples made on AutoCAD, so the user 

can investigate at his convenience several kinds of configurations. 

1. Layers. 

 

The layers above should be created with their exact names but not necessarily the same colors. 

 Layer “beams” comprises all beams, and these should be created by the command “line”. 

Usually the line corresponds to the centerline of the beam. 

 Layer “columns” comprises all columns, and these should be created by either command 

“rectangle” or “circle”. SLABMESH can recognize the center of rectangular and circular 

columns and can generate refined meshes, if wished, at their neighborhood. The center of 

the column is directly connected to its surrounding meshes. If columns are not rectangular 

or circular the software cannot recognize them, but this does not prevent the user from 

assigning a column on a node, later on, from his software.  
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 Layer “contours” is used to draw either “lines” or “polylines”. These entities are intended 

to let the software connect them with the meshes of the slab, in order to assign later on 

attributes on them like linear or surface loads. Let’s suppose that there is a heavy partition 

wall inside the slab or a particular surface heavily loaded; the user can draw lines or closed 

polylines that SLABMESH will incorporate in its meshing.        

 

 Layer “openings” comprises all openings and shafts; these should be created by the 

command “polyline” and the contour should be closed. 

 Layer “slabs” comprises slabs; these should be created by the command “polyline” and the 

contour should be closed. It is possible to draw the whole perimeter of the slab with one 

closed “polyline” whatever the number of sides is. No need to divide the slab in parts unless 

there is a reason for that, like different thicknesses or different types. However one should 

note that a slab cannot comprise another; it can have common sides (adjacent slabs) but it 

cannot be included inside another. In this latter case the included slab should belong to 

layer “subslab”. 

 Layer “subslab” comprises depressed slabs under wet areas, over-thickened zones at 

columns location (drop-panels) or any panel that is totally included inside the slab.   

 Layer “walls” comprises all walls, and these should be created by the command “line”. 

Usually the line corresponds to the centerline of the wall. 

The figure below shows a slab with all its entities, realized with AutoCAD. The meshing 

generated by SLABMESH is inserted over it. Letters “PL” indicate that entities are closed 

“polylines” and “L” refers to those created by command “line”. In this project there are heavy 

linear loads intended to be assigned to the lines in “contours” layer; and there are drop-panels 

and many depressed slabs located in “subslab” layer.   
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NB: 

After putting all the needed entities in their corresponding layers, make sure to create a new CAD 

drawing where only the layers listed above are present. Do not keep unwanted elements in frozen 

or off layers! It is even advised to purge your drawing (command purge in AutoCAD) to make sure 

there are no remains from the initial drawing hidden inside your new file. 
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2. Modeling considerations 

When preparing a numerical model intended for finite elements calculations, there are some 

important rules to be respected because the success of the model depends most of the time on the 

quality of its geometry. By quality we do not just mean the accuracy of the drafting (nodes 100% 

superposed, clean intersection of lines, etc...) which is essential indeed, but the logic that we have in 

mind while creating the model. 

Here are some important notes that should be considered: 

 When drawing the perimeter of the slab, try to avoid small protrusions that the Architect 

may have implemented for esthetic reasons or others. These small segments lead to the 

generation of small meshes and increase the size of the file. 

 Do not draw arcs neither circles for any entity. Curved lines should be approximated by 

segments. SLABMESH reads two kinds of entities: lines and polylines. Only circular columns 

are made with the “circle” command and are correctly interpreted by SLABMESH.   

 

 Avoid having two entities very close to each other. As shown below, beams intersect at 

narrow distance from slab edge, and openings are separated by thin strips. It is 

recommended to group all three openings in one and to make an adjustment at the 

intersection zone involving beams and slab edge.    
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 Avoid a common situation where an edge wall or edge beam is very close to the boundary of 

the slab. It is recommended to superpose the wall/beam on the slab edge. (See figure 

below).  Now considering the same situation but supposing that the beam/wall is not 

parallel to the slab edge but makes a narrow angle (less than 15 degrees) with it: This kind of 

situation is prohibited as it may prevent the software from generating meshes.    

 

 

 Never draw an opening contour having one or more sides coinciding with that of slab. 

Openings should be totally comprised within the slab with at least 10cm distance between 

edge of opening and that of slab. In the case shown here below, there is no opening to be 

created. The edge of the slab should simply follow the three internal sides of the opening.   

 

(Prohibited) 
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 Never draw a slab inside another. Two slabs can only be adjacent (having common sides) but 

the perimeter of one cannot surround that of the other. In such case the inner slab should 

belong to layer “subslab” 

 “subslab” (sunken slab, drop-panel, etc..) cannot have common side with “slabs” contours. 

“subslab” contours should be totally comprised within the slab with at least 10cm distance 

between edge of internal panel and that of slab. In the case shown here below, the red 

contour should belong to layer “slabs” and not “subslab”. Furthermore, the edge of the 

external slab should simply follow the three internal sides of the small slab.    

 

(Prohibited) 

 

For further information, you can refer to the drawings samples provided with the software; they 

embrace most of the complications that may occur in complex projects. 
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Importing geometry 
 

Now that all entities are correctly represented in their corresponding layers, these should be isolated 

in a new drawing especially intended to be opened with SLABMESH. As noted before, this new 

drawing should contain only the mentioned layers. Do not keep other layers, even with off or frozen 

status. It is strongly advised to purge the drawing to eliminate all invisible remains. 

Do not forget as well that the slab geometry should be two-dimensional, all elements belonging to 

XY plane (Z=0). Units should be either meter (SI) of foot (Imperial).   

The “Load Drawing” button opens your file within the graphical window of SLABMESH. 
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Meshing the slab 
 

Meshing Parameters 
 

The “Meshing Parameters” window is divided in two parts. 

 

1. The “General mesh size” represents a characteristic mesh dimension over the whole slab. 

Its unit is not necessarily “meter”; it is that of the loaded drawing. It could be “foot” if the 

imperial units were initially used for the geometry.  

One should understand that the general mesh size does not imply that the program is 

forced to respect it. The major criterion on which the meshing engine is based is to 

generate quality elements, which is impossible when elements’ sizes vary too much. The 

purpose is to avoid obtaining a global stiffness matrix ill-conditioned where stress values 

provided by the FEA become unrealistic. Thus it is sometimes useless to introduce big 

values for the general mesh size, like 1.5 meters and more, because the algorithm may try 

throughout its iterations to reduce this value till convergence criterions are satisfied. The 

reason is that if at some locations inside the slab small meshes are required, the transition 

from big to small meshes may not be possible without leading to incoherent meshes, which 

the algorithm tries to eliminate by progressively decreasing the initially introduced value. 

2. The “Refine meshes at columns” option is used when the user wishes to generate small 

meshes within a region of fixed radius, having the column’s center as its center. It is 

advised to try two kinds of meshing, with this option checked and unchecked. The reason is 

that if this feature is used, the number of meshes may increase significantly and will 

consequently lead to a big file that may be hardly handled by your analysis software.  

If this option is unchecked both mesh size and zone radius are set to zero. Do not 

introduce –if possible- mesh sizes less than 0.2 meter as it may not be practically useful. All 
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meshes located within the radius will tend to match the introduced mesh size. Here again 

some meshes may have smaller size for the same reason explained above.  

Usually the radius of the refinement zone should slightly exceed that of the column if this 

latter is circular, and its semi diagonal if it is rectangular.          

 

In all cases it is of good practice to try several scenarios with varied values for refinement and 

general mesh size. 

 

Log files 
 

After clicking the “Mesh” button, the “Command Prompt” window is opened and displays in real-

time the run of the meshing process by the mean of text messages.  Computation task may last 

some minutes if the file is large or if inappropriate meshing parameters are introduced. The 

command prompt window is closed automatically and a briefing message is displayed whether 

meshing operation succeeded or not. 

Two text files containing the history of the computations are saved in the indicated folder. One is 

related to the geometry reading (Geometry_log.txt) of the slab and another to the meshing 

procedure (Meshing_log.txt). 

Sometimes warning statements can be found in the “Meshing_log.txt” file but they do not 

compromise the meshing output.  

Usually it is not necessary to look at these files unless the software displays an error message. 

An error message usually refers to a problem in the geometry file that was prepared by the user, or 

to a problem encountered during the meshing process. In both cases the meshing has failed and the 

user has to go back to the drawing input file and carefully inspect it.   

Saving meshes 
 

Button “Save Mesh” creates a new DXF file containing only the generated meshes grouped in a 

layer. It is thus possible for the user to either: 

 Import from his analysis program the meshes drawing; assign to meshes their structural 

characteristics (material, thickness, etc…); and then import the geometry file that he initially 

prepared. Both imported CAD files will be 100% superposed. 

 Insert the DXF drawing containing the meshes inside the initial geometry file, and then 

import the new drawing into his analysis program. 

The choice of either method depends on the ability of the program to interpret CAD drawings.  
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Imported mesh with full slab geometry (SAFE© screen capture) 


